Report of the meetings in Altenburg 8-12 Dec 2014
1. Agreements and To Do’s for St.-Jozef Antwerp
- School festivity in May : as many students and teachers as possible will dance on
the pop up music : all Comenius T-shirts and the Belgian flag on foreground
(get together with group “school festivity” Husëyin)
- Order plane tickets after controlling identities Poll- Kathleen +?
OK
Students are selected = 3 for each course –teachers are: Sabine –
Kathleen – Wilfried – Johan – Kid - POLL
- List up all things needed for Zadar Kid-Johan -Poll –Kathleen- ?
- Discuss with direction : short trip to Iskenderun Kathleen
OK
Johan and POLL
- Daily diary of our trip in Altenburg made with and by our students.
To be translated. Passing on to Poll. Mir
OK
- The making of photo impressions with all possible material Jaji Poll
2. Agreements and To Do’s with partners
Examples of worksheets (Sint Jozef) to be sent Kathleen/Poll
OK
- Edin would like to work with skype Poll
OK
- Problems have been mentioned. Blog automatically switches to Polish.
Europe has a lot of work, that should be mentioned in our end report
- Antwerp will have 2 booths in Zadar, in order to enable the workshops. Also, we
have a booth in the school to present our school, city and country.
- Further arrangement to follow in Iskenderun or through Skype.
- P, D and CZ continue working on their manual, combined with a quiz and a game.
They will make approximately 60 questions that will serve as instructions and details
to the board game. Since the manual is made up as quiz and game, one task for
Turkey is deleted : the quiz game has been developed by CZ themselves.
- Altenburg and Antwerp cooperated in realising the board game. The result is quite
nice.
- On a higher level, the First Aid Manual was made by Croatia. Turkey will make a first
document of this. St.-Jozef Antwerp is providing examples of worksheets, Turkey
will work with these sheets to achieve a manual that can be used by every member.
Everyone who participated at the survey regarding ‘accidents at school/work’ will
find it useful and will receive a nice document. Antwerp will print the manuals and
bring them to Zadar.
- Should there be any need for extra T-shirts : then St.-Jozef would like to receive the
order before end of January 2015.
- Where will we be working on the end report ? This is not only the task of the
president, but it’s a task for every member. Who has a suggestion ? Shall we
partially work in Iskenderun ? – Antwerp ? Zadar ?
- Any action points to add to this report ? Please inform.

